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Abst rac t .  Timed behavior automata allow surprisingly efficient model 
checking of delay-constrained reactive systems when partial-order meth- 
ods for delay-insensitive systems are adapted for real time. The complex- 
ity of timing verification is a sensitive function of the precise abstraction 
of real time used in the model. Untimed behavior automata [14] are mod- 
ified in two ways: (i) process output actions are performed inside a timing 
window relative to the holding of their presets, and (ii) acknowledgment 
of process input actions is replaced by observing minimum delays be- 
tween old and new inputs. We prove timing-window bounds on system 
responses, and show that system inputs do not arrive too fast. Since non- 
singleton presets are common, we develop a semantics to reason about 
nonbinary delay constraints. Model checking starts by coupling specifi- 
cation mirror to implementation network; in timed systems, questions 
of graph connectivity become questions of constraint graph satisfaction 
that are computed by optimized linear-time shortest-path algorithms. 
In the generalized TBA model, nondeterministic input choice is process- 
scheduled testing of an environment-controlled state predicate; the gen- 
eralized model, which focuses on mixed-type critical races, is deferred. 

1 Introduction 

There is widespread interest in real-time reactive systems, such as control and 
communication systems and embedded real-time systems. Formal methods for 
modelling, specifying and reasoning about real-time systems have been proposed 
[1-5,7-9]. These models and reasoning systems for real t ime have thrown light on 
problem complexity (including decidability), verification efficiency and modelling 
expressiveness in many instances. Given the perceived complexity of real-time 
model checking, we show how restrictions on powerful models permit  tractable 
(polynomial-time) automatic verification of finite-state real-time systems. We 
adapt  partial-order methods [12-14] for verifying asynchronous reactive systems 
with acknowledgment protocols to real-time reactive systems. We alter the model 
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of untimed behavior automata by introducing minimum and maximum delays 
in the scheduling of enabled actions, and using special "concentrators" to allow 
nonbinary maximum-delay constraints, such as the bounded-response property 
c _< max{a, b} + 4, to be verified efficiently by simple shortest-path algorithms 
in graphs. 

One way to find an efficient model-checking algorithm for real-time systems 
is to find a factorization of the real-time enabling relation into: (i) one part 
that is the causality relation of an untimed system, and (ii) another part in 
which delay bounds are additional (scheduling) constraints. Actions can then be 
generated without the need to advance clocks. Factorization is simplest when de- 
lay bounds simulate rather than replace acknowledgment protocols. Precedence 
constraints in timed systems are enforced by bounded invariance (which quanti- 
fies "push-away" causality) and bounded response (which quantifies "pull-back" 
weak fairness). A given timing constraint is enforced by: (i) pure bounded in- 
variance, (ii) pure bounded response, or (iii) both. These concepts will be made 
precise after we have defined push-away and pull-back arrows--for both process 
and environment--and their semantics. In powerful models, even the teachability 
problem of deciding whether a given configuration appears on one of the real- 
time trajectories of a timed system is PSPACE-complete [4]. We choose formal 
models that are only as powerful as the properties that need to be proved. 

The branching structure in timed behavior automata can model how delay 
bounds affect the resolution of nondeterministic choice. A model that cannot cap- 
ture the interplay between delay bounds and nondeterminism is unsatisfactory. 
In generalized TBA, the interesting differences between the timed and untimed 
enabling relations (essentially, timeout and exception handling) are put into the 
conflict-resolution part of the timed behavior automaton, which then models 
both same-type nondeterministic choice and mixed-type critical races. While 
process-controlled delay constraints are natural extensions of a causality rela- 
tion with weak fairness, nondeterministic properties of real-time systems such 
as timeout and exception handling should be modelled as branching (nondeter- 
ministic choice) whose outcome is determined by critical races between tests and 
conditions. These races are affected by changes to delay bounds on scheduling. 
In this paper, we take the branching and recurrence structure of behavior au- 
tomata for granted, and focus on efficient model checking of nonbinary pull-back 
constraints, for which we propose a new, "disjunctive-path" semantics. 

Previous work on delay insensitivity has been extended to delay-constrained 
reactive systems [15]. Here, we build a more general reasoning system for delays, 
assuming some familiarity with [14]. The following features of untimed behavior 
automata are retained in timed versions: (i) a finite partial-order representation 
that explicitly distinguishes concurrency, choice and recurrence, and (ii) a state 
encoding that is causality comprehensive (includes all causality) and state min- 
imal (has fewest states). Pace Lamport [1], time does not appear in TBA state 
encodings of timed systems, avoiding additional state explosion. 
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2 Abstract Specification of Delay-Constrained Reactive 
Systems 

Abstract specifications refer to externally-visible computational behaviors. An 
untimed behavior automaton specifies a set of (zero-valued) minimum-delay 
precedence constraints with implicit weak fairness [12-14]. Here, (i) no event may 
occur until its preset holds, and (ii) once enabled, an output event must occur 
eventually. A timed behavior automaton specifies two disjoint sets of minimum- 
delay and maximum-delay precedence constraints, called push-away and pull-back 
constraints. Here, (i) no event may occur until its preset has held continuously 
for a minimum delay, and (ii) once enabled, an output event must occur be- 
fore its preset has held continuously for a maximum delay. Untimed behaviors 
are obtained from timed behaviors by relaxing all timing windows of the form 
(min, max) to (0, oo). In real-time systems, we say that an action is enabled as 
soon as its preset holds, but may not occur unless it is scheduled. 

In the simple TBA model, an output action remains scheduled during a tim- 
ing window relative to its enabling, while an input action remains scheduled 
until it occurs; in the generalized model, input actions also have timing windows 
and output actions may be (briefly) disrupted inside their timing window. We 
distinguish safety and liveness properties in the untimed system, and view delay 
bounds as additional (scheduling) constraints. If each precedence constraint in 
the timed system is enforced by pure bounded invariance or pure bounded re- 
sponse , then correctness of the untimed system is a precondition for correctness of 
the timed system. For a timed system to be correct, the timing constraint graph 
produced by coupling specification mirror mP to implementation network Nel 
must be feasible. Feasibility verifies precedence constraints with either "pure" or 
"mixed" support. 

A process P has disjoint sets of input and output ports. In the generalized 
model, ports are the loci of generalized control elements such as tests and con- 
ditions. An unrolled timed behavior automaton is an infinite delay-constrained 
pomtree, which is like a computation tree except that arcs are finite weighted 
directed graphs, and vertices are branch points that correspond to nondetermin- 
istic choice. Process behaviors result from use of process P by P's environment. 
In the simple TBA model, P's input actions are under the control of P's envi- 
ronment, while P's output actions are under the control of P. In the generalized 
model, an input action is process-scheduled testing of an environment-controlled 
state predicate. Critical races occur when P tests a condition whose value is 
determined by P's environment. 

Safety properties constrain both the process and its environment. A safety 
violation is the performance of an action that is either not enabled or not yet 
scheduled. A process receiving unsafe input logically fails. In simple TBA, liveness 
properties only constrain the process. A liveness (progress) violation is the non- 
performance of an enabled output action before the expiration of its scheduling 
window or - -  afortiori - -  indefinitely. By simple convention, we view push-away 
(resp., pull-back) constraints as safety (resp., liveness) properties. 
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2.1 U n t i m e d  B e h a v i o r  A u t o m a t a  

Untimed behavior automata are constructed in three phases; these machines 
are succinct encodings of infinite sets of infinite pomsets [11,12]. First, there 
is a "small" deterministic finite-state machine D that expresses the branching 
and recurrence structure of the process. Second, there is an expansion of each 
transition of dfsm D into an (unlabelled) finite poset, with (leading) sockets to 
define nonsequential concatenation. Third, there is a nonnumeric labelling of all 
successor arrows in posets to define the process state encoding. 

We sketch the formal definition of behavior automaton. Given disjoint al- 
phabets Act (process actions), Arr (successor arrow labels), Com (dfsm D tran- 
sitions) and Soc (sockets), define Pos as the set of finite labelled posets over 
Act U Soc. Each member of Pos is a labelled poset (B,F,u), where (i) F is a 
partial order over B C_ Act U Soc, and (ii) ~ : f2 ~ Arr assigns a label to each 
element in the successor relation f2 (the transitive reduction of F).  A behavior 
automaton is a 3-tuple (D,~,r where (i) D is a dfsm over Corn, (ii) ~: Com ---* 
Pos maps dfsm transitions to labelled posets, and (iii) r Soc ~ powerset(Act) 
maps sockets to sets of process actions. r defines which process actions may fill 
a socket when a command is concatenated to a sequence of earlier commands. 
There is an imaginary reset action *. In timed behavior automata,  unlabelled 
posets are replaced by weighted directed graphs whose push-away and pull-back 
projections are acyclic. Pull-back assertions are interpreted disjunctively when 
they pull back to nonsingleton presets. 

3 T i m e d  B e h a v i o r  A u t o m a t a  

Figure 1 shows an untimed behavior automaton for a C-element, where the state 
encoding is provided by nonnumeric labels on successor arrows. Each solid or 
dashed arrow in Figure 1 is a causality constraint implicitly labelled with a lower 
bound of 0 time units on the delay; a --* b means that  action b may not be per- 
formed until at least 0 units after action a. When the state contains nl ,  the 
environment may perform action a +, removing n l  and adding n3. When the 
state contains n3 and n4, the process may (in fact must, because of the bracket) 
perform action c +, removing n3 and n4 and adding n5 and n6. In both timed and 
untimed cases, asymmetry of control between process and environment is fun- 
damental. A bracket signifies that  incoming arrows are implicitly labelled with 
an upper bound of co time units on the delay (solid arrows incident to brack- 
eted actions are both zero-valued push-away and "maximally-loose" pull-back 
constraints). In the untimed case, the lower bounds of zero are strict, and oo de- 
notes "finite but unbounded". The solid push-away arrows model input /output  
causality, while the implicit solid pull-back arrows model input /output  weak 
fairness. The dashed push-away arrows model the (output/ input)  acknowledg- 
ment protocol. We propose conservative real-time extensions to the interprocess 
assumption protocol (given by the dashed arrows) and the intraprocess guarantee 
protocol (given by the solid arrows). We achieve modelling expressiveness with- 
out sacrificing verification efficiency; by analogy to the untimed case, we define 
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real-time correctness as a simple relation on the infinite weighted directed graph 
produced by coupling mirror mP to implementation Net 

Fig. I .  Untimed behaviour automaton for a C-element 

Figure 2 shows an unlabelled half-timed behavior automaton for a wire, with 
a real-time extension to the intraprocess protocol. Figure 2 specifies that  the wire 
must remain unstable (after being excited by an a action) for at least 2 units, 
but  not longer than 5 units, before responding with a b action. We say that:  a 
enables b, and b remains scheduled during the timing window (2, 5) relative to 
a. To encode this, we could label each a --~ b with the interval (2, 5} specifying 
a minimum and maximum delay, or we could use a pair of "matched" arrows: a 
push-away (bounded-invariance) arrow a --~ b labelled with +2, and a pull-back 
(bounded-response) arrow a ~ b labelled with - 5  (upper bounds are expressed 
as negative lower bounds in the opposite direction) [3]. Formally, both push-away 
and pull-back arrows in constraint graphs are minimum-delay constraints. Each 
minimum-delay arrow is explicitly labelled as a push-away or a pull-back; these 
labels are used by the model-checking algorithm to achieve greater verification 
efficiency. The triangle inequality (transitivity rule) in constraint graphs is now 
as follows: to derive a timing label t on an arbitrary a ~ b, find all directed 
paths from a to b, and compute the sum of minimum delays along each path; if 
there are distinct sums, then take the maximum. 

0 : 
+0 a+ +2 

o . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ b  

~_5 J 
+0 ] 

. . . . .  b -  

-5 

Fig. 2. Half-timed behavior automaton for a wire 

:O  

As illustrated in Figure 3, we use a different semantics for pull-back arrows. 
This is physically reasonable and leads to superior verification algorithms. In 
Figure 3(a), the push-away arrows from d and e to f indicate that  {d, e} is the 
preset o f f .  Although d and e are asynchronous, we ~ s u m e  that  these minimum 
delays can be enforced by the process. The semantics of the pull-back arrows is 
different. If d occurs later than e, then the lower bound of - 5  on the delay from f 
to e does not hold. The bound holds only when e occurs last. For this reason, we 
adopt a "disjunctive-path" semantics, as shown in Figure 3(b). Every pull-back 
constraint is specified relative to the holding of a preset (pseudoaction ~ is the 
last of d and e). Let pre(c) be the preset of c. A pull-back of - u  to pre(c) means 
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that  c is performed by the process no later than u units after the last action in 
pre(c). Let /5  be the last of a and b. Then /3 is a or b, and a pull-back to /3  is 
a pull-back to a or b. With this semantics, there is no minimum delay from f 
to d or e. Rather, pull-backs to these actions are specified disjunctively: either 
d - _f > - 6  or e - f > - 6 .  We say that  pull-back arrows d *-- f and e *-- f form 
a complete disjunctTve set in the sense that  at least one of their assertions must 
be true. 

j J  6 q 

(a) Intractable case (b) Tractable case 

Fig. 3. Two temporal structures of unequal verification complexity 

Figure 4 shows a t imed behavior automaton for a "real-time" C-element. It 
illustrates conservative real-time extensions to both interprocess and intrapro- 
cess protocols, and includes nonbinary delay constraints. Let/5 = max{a, b} and 
c~ = min{a, b}, where actions are identified with the real times at which they 
occur. The pseudoaction/5 (resp., ~) occurs when the last of (resp., first of) a 
and b occurs. Action c.c. remains scheduled during a timing window relative to/3, 
while ~ remains scheduled until it occurs. In Figure 4, r  = {% a},  so ~ may 
fill o. We draw special push-away arrows with t iming label +0  between presets 
and their maxima and minima; these constraints are enforced, not by process or 
environment, but by arithmetic (i.e., the definitions of minimum and maximum).  
For the purposes of applying the triangle inequality, special push-away arrows 
in the appropriate context may be read as zero-valued pull-back or push-away 
arrows in the opposite direction provided their assertions are interpreted dis- 
junctively. In Figure 4, by following directed paths from c to a and b, we obtain: 
either " a  *--- c with label - 4 "  or "b *-- c with label - 4 " .  Similarly, there would 
be a disjunctive push-away z --* o if there were push-aways x ~ a and = --* b. 
The asymmetry  between conjunction and disjunction introduces an asymmetry  
in the use of the triangle inequality. To derive a timing label f on a pull-back 
arrow a *- b, find all complete disjunctive sets of directed paths from b to a, and 
compute the sum of minimum delays along each path; if there are distinct sums 
in a given disjunctive set, then take the minimum. Repeat this process recursively 
until only a single conjunctive path (assertion) remains. 

Consider the intraprocess guarantee protocol. Figure 4 specifies tha t  process 
action _c is performed no earlier than 2 units, and no later than 4 units, after 
/5 = max{a, b}. The use of matched pairs makes it easier to spot inconsistencies. 
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+6 

r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 

Fig. 4. Timed behavior automaton for a "real-time" C-element 

0r "0  

Sockets and pseudoactions are removed by transitive closure. By transitivity, 
there are push-away arrows from a and b to c with timing label +2 that  hold 
conjunctively. By definition of/3, there are pull-back arrows from c to a and b 
with timing label - 4  that  hold disjunctively. The intraprocess protocol contains 
a nonbinary delay constraint; it asserts: c > max{a, b) + 2 and c _< max{a, b) + 4. 

Consider the interprocess assumption protocol. The environment is required 
to wait at least 6 units after/~ (the last of a and b) before performing a (the 
first of the next a and b). By transitivity, there are push-away arrows from each 
of the first a and b to each of the next a and b, with timing label +6, that  hold 
conjunctively. The interprocess protocol contains a nonbinary delay constraint; 
it asserts: min{a', b'} > max{a, b} + 6, where a' and b' are the next a and b. 
Since socket o can be filled by pseudoaction c~, we could sum along the chain 
c ---* fl ~ cr ---* a ~ ( -4  + 6 + 0 = 2) to derive timing label +2 on push-away arrow 
c ---* a'. We intend no use of this logical acknowledgment protocol simulated by 
delay bounds; we prefer the generality of timed systems that  may not even have 
(possibly simulated) acknowledgment protocols. 

3.1 R e s t r i c t i o n s  on  P rocesses  

Which delay-constrained reactive systems can be model checked efficiently? We 
will propose a set of well-behavedness conditions--in another paper--after  we 
have worked out the details of the generalized TBA model, with its mixed-type 
critical races. Clearly, delay constraints should not obscure the causality relation. 
For example, a delay constraint between two input actions (if any) should not 
obscure the fac~ that  they are both members of the same preset. We are comfor~- 
able with connectivity analysis in posets, and shortest-path analysis in weighted 
directed graphs. The significance of the work lies in the efficient checkability of 
timed behavior automata  with rich modelling expressiveness, where automaton 
branching captures all same-type nondeterministic choice and all mixed-type 
critical races (that is, all nondetermiaistic choice) without the state explosion of 
unfactored powerful real-time models. The clean separation of concurrency and 
nondeterministic choice may prove to be a precondition of tractable (polynomial- 
time) model checking of general real-time systems. 
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4 C o r r e c t n e s s  a s  a P r e d i c a t e  o n  W e i g h t e d  D i g r a p h s  

We define correctness of a delay-constrained system by using mirror mP of spec- 
ification P as a conceptual implementation tester [6,9]. We form closed real- 
t ime system S by linking mirror mP to implementation Net. This produces a 
delay-constrained pomtree of system events containing weighted arrows from all 
assumption and guarantee protocols; system correctness is defined as a simple 
relation on this infinite weighted directed graph. 

Mirror mP is formed by inverting the type of P's actions and the assump- 
t ion/guarantee interpretation of P's arrows, turning P's dashed arrows into solid 
arrows and vice versa. Brackets on mP actions and special arrows are preserved 
unchanged. Every action that  can be performed in S is either a linked (output  
action, input action) pair or a pseudoaction; some system actions inherit brack- 
ets from mP. As a result, we can check whether intraprocess guarantee protocols 
support  interprocess assumption protocols in closed real-time system S. The 
essence of our model-checking strategy is: (i) whenever a set of solid weighted 
directed paths from a to b holds conjunctively, we use the triangle inequality; 
(ii) whenever a set of solid weighted directed paths from a to b holds disjunc- 
tively, we use the concentrator lemma. We then check whether these guaranteed 
solid-path weights support the assumed dashed-path weights. 

4.1 C o n c e n t r a t o r  L e m m a  

(i) Let fl = max(A}.  If Va E A : 3  x ~ a with timing label ta, then 2 x ~ / 3  
with timing label t = min{ta : a E A}. Proof: Since fl is the maximum of A, 
only the weakest pull-back in {x *-- a : a E A} can be guaranteed to hold for 
X ("-- ~ .  

(ii) Let a - min{A}. If Va E A : 3 x -~ a with timing label t~, then 3 x --* (~ 
with t iming label t = min{ta : a E A}. Proof: Since c~ is the minimum of A, 
only the weakest push-away in {x --* a : a E A} can be guaranteed to hold 
f o r  X---+O~. 

4.2 S a f e t y  C o r r e c t n e s s  

For each dashed push-away arrow a --~ b with timing label t, there must be a 
solid directed path from a to b whose weight is at least t. Whenever delay bounds 
enforce a precedence constraint without simulating an acknowledgment protocol, 
portions of the solid path will consist of chains of solid pull-back arrows. This 
correctness condition subsumes safety correctness of the untimed system [14], 
viz., if there is a dashed push-away arrow a --* b, then there must be a chain 
of solid push-away arrows from a to b. By allowing pull-backs in the supporting 
solid chain, we have generalized our notion of underlying untimed system to 
account for both bounded invariance (causality) and bounded response (weak 
fairness) as support  for precedence constraints in t imed systems. One solid path 
from a to b with enough minimum-delay weight is sufficient to verify a push- 
away constraint. In general TBA, mixed support  may be necessary for dashed 
push-away and pull-back arrows in interprocess assumption protocols. 
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4.3 L i v e n e s s  C o r r e c t n e s s  

For each dashed pull-back arrow fi ~-- c with timing label t - -  where c is a 
bracketed system action and fi is max(pre(c)} - -  the minimum path weight in 
the complete disjunctive set of solid directed pull-back paths from c to /3  must 
be at least t. This condition presupposes the liveness correctness of the untimed 
system, viz., the causal preset of c as determined by solid push-away chains must 
not be a proper superset of the noncausal preset of c as determined by dashed 
push-away arrows; this implies there is no solid directed path to c from some 
concurrent mP-at t r ibuted system action that is not a member of the noncausal 
preset. All the solid directed paths in a complete disjunctive set are necessary 
to verify a pull-back constraint. 

We restate this condition without concentrators. Consider the complete dis- 
junctive set of dashed pull-back arrows from a bracketed system action c to each 
of the members of its noncausal preset A = pre(c). Each dashed pull-back arrow 
a ~ c, a E A ,  must be supported by the weakest solid pull-back chain a ~-- c 
in the complete disjunctive set of solid directed pull-back paths from c to a. By 
well-behavedness, there is only one such disjunctive set for each preset action 
a E A .  

There is an asymmetry  between safety and liveness of intraprocess guaran- 
tee protocols coming from conjunction and disjunction. The interesting case is 
interprocess assumption protocols that  both (i) have mixed supporting chains 
of push-away and pull-back arrows, and (ii) determine branching structure in 
timed behavior automata.  In this case, every critical race is between process 
output  actions and process input actions. 

5 M o d e l  C h e c k i n g  o f  R e a l - T i m e  S y s t e m s  

We enumerate system actions in computations of the untimed system. Consider 
a nonbracketed system action a. We step back along single dashed push-away 
arrows to find each noncausal predecessor v. We must find a solid directed path 
v --, a whose weight is at least the label t on dashed push-away arrow v --+ a. 
We repeatedly step back along directed paths of solid push-away arrows until 
encountering an mP action, recording separate push-away and pull-back weights 
for each path. The required solid path starts with a pull-back chain leaving v, 
continues with an mP push-away arrow, and ends with a push-away chain enter- 
ing ~. Consider a bracketed system action ~. We step back along single dashed 
push-away arrows to compute the noncausal preset pre(a) [14]. We repeatedly 
step back along directed paths of solid push-away arrows, until encountering an 
mP action, to compute the causal preset. There is no safety or liveness violation 
of the untimed system iff the two presets are equal. (For the branching case, see 
[14]). In this case, consider r E pre(~). We must find a solid directed push-away 
path v ~ a and a complete disjunctive set of solid directed pull-back paths 
v ~-- a whose weights are at least the labels t on dashed push-away arrow r --+ ~r 
and dashed pull-back arrow v ~-- a, respectively. To verify a dashed push-away 
arrow, we step back to mP  actions along chains of solid push-away arrows. To 
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verify a dashed pull-back arrow, we step "forward" to mP actions, branching re- 
cursively, along disjunctive directed paths of solid pull-back arrows. We explore 
all solid paths between ~ and r, Vr E pre(a), and compute their path weights. 
The comparison of path weights after traversal is a direct translation of Section 
4 [15]. 

During verification, we perform actions that are enabled in the closed system. 
We update the state of both processes to which the action is attributed. Until 
branching and/or recurrence points are encountered, we perform these actions 
in an arbitrary order. This is different from "verification" algorithms patterned 
on distributed event simulation, where an elaborate calculation precedes each 
performance [10]. Checkpointing of system states follows the rules for untimed 
model checking [13,14]. 

Figure 5 shows a simple delay-constrained system verification example. Im- 
plementation Net is a network containing the real-time C-element of Figure 4, 
plus three timed wires attached to the ports of the C-element. The two input 
wires assume input separation 3 (resp., 4), and guarantee response within (1, 2) 
(resp., (2, 3); the output wire is like the first input wire. Not all delay constraints 
are shown in Figure 5. Specification P is a real-time C-element that assumes an 
input separation of 10 between/~ and a, and guarantees c response within (4, 9) 
(relative to/~). No mirror dashed arrows are shown in Figure 5; there is only the 
solid arrow showing that an input separation of 10 between/3 and a is guaranteed 
by mirror mP. 

+1 
a , i  ~ a ]  

+ 0 ~  2 +1 

b.  ,.b/ 
-3 

+1 

~+0, +6 ~ -2 ~ ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  

-4 -2 -3 +0 

/ +10 l+O~b ~ +2 ~ b /  
-3 

Fig. 5. Delay-constrained system verification example 

Internal system actions are distinguished by slashes. When mP is coupled to 
Nei, no delay constraints appear between/~ = max{a, b} a n d / ~ / =  max{a/, b/}; 
these must be obtained by application of the concentrator lemma. Intuitively, 
when a occurs last, f l /may be separated from/3 by as little as 1 unit. Similarly, 
when b occurs last, /~/ may be separated from /~ by as much as 3 units. To 
derive a timing label on fl ---* fl/, we take the weakest constraint among the two 
disjunctive paths from fl to fl/. We fill in the pairs of matched arrows between 
fl and/~/,  and between a and a/. Is the input separation of 6 units assumed 
by the implementation-component C-element guaranteed when implementation 
Net is driven by specification mirror mP? We derive a timing label on )3/---* a/; 
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we sum along the chain/3/ ~ /3 ~ ~ --* a /  ( -3  + 10 + 1 = 8); since 8 _> 6, 
the component C-element does not fail (receive unsafe input). Verifying the 
assumption protocol of an internal component depends primarily on the internal 
subnetwork that provides its input; for this reason, we have O(V+E) search on 
small graphs. 

The suppressed detail in Figure 5 includes a pair of matched dashed arrows 
coming from mirror mP. Specifically, there is a dashed push-away arrow/3 ~ c 
with label +4 and a dashed pull-back arrow/3 ~ c with label -9 .  Using the pair 
of matched solid arrows between/3 and fl/, we derive solid/3 --* c with label +4 
and solid/3 ~ c with label -9 ,  guaranteeing both dashed-arrow assumptions 
with zero slack. 

Figure 6 shows a second verification example for an intraprocess guarantee 
protocol. In this example, a timed fork and a timed C-element implement a timed 
wire. The disjunctive solid directed pull-back paths show clearly. We verify the 
intraprocess guarantee protocol. There are two solid directed paths from a to d 
that hold conjunctively; either solid path supports the dashed push-away arrow. 
There are two solid directed paths from d to a that hold disjunctively; this 
complete disjunctive set of solid paths supports the dashed pull-back arrow, 
with a slack of 1 time unit. 

+5 

~ b / ' ~ 1 3  / . +3 

-10 

Fig. 6. Second delay-constrained system verification example 

6 Sketch of the General ized Mode l  

Consider the following closed real-time system with two processes originally pro- 
posed by Pnueli and sometimes called the increment/decrement system [8]. The 
system contains a critical race. Condition stop is originally false. One process 
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(the player) repeatedly tests stop and increments a local counter until stop is 
true; it then decrements the counter to zero and halts. The other process (the 
referee) sets stop to true. We view the test as a'player-scheduled input action 
in which a nonblocking receive periodically tests whether a stop message has 
arrived (message delivery is instantaneous). Actions are also assumed to be in- 
stantaneous. Question: How long may/must the player run before halting? Sup- 
pose the first test occurs at system reset and subsequent tests remain scheduled 
during the timing window (3, 4) relative to the previous test. We assume some 
timing window for the decrement loop, which has no race. The referee's stop 
action remains scheduled during the timing window (1, 10) relative to system 
reset. Let n be the number of subsequent tests. We unroll the player's loop and 
derive timing windows of (3n, 4n} and (3(n - 1), 4(n - 1)) for the last and pre- 
vious test, respectively. Since the stop action must occur between the two tests, 
two feasibility checks establish that 1 _< n _< 4, which answers both questions. 
Answer: A speedy player with a slow referee can squeeze in four increments, 
while a slow player with a speedy referee can only manage one. 

Unfortunately, this system is too sequential to show the power of gener- 
alized TBA; it contains nondeterminism but no concurrency. The automaton 
for the player contains a branch point to model the critical race, but it is a 
sequential nondeterministic automaton. Insofar as many real-time problems in 
the real world tend to resemble some variant of the timed dining philosophers 
problem, where there are both nonbinary delay constraints (i.e., concurrency) 
and nondeterminism, we may find that only generalized TBA retains both its 
modelling expressiveness and its verification efficiency. For example, if the in- 
terprocess assumption protocol of the real-time C-element were specified with a 
timing window, then the new c~ would be pushed away, and the new fl would 
be pulled back, from the current /3. No delay bounds would be specifiable to 
states or control locations "between" the new (~ and the new/~. This may cause 
subtle problems for sequential nondeterministic automata in modelling and ver- 
ifying timeout and exception handling. We suggest that "concentrators" reduce 
the semantic distance between sequential nondeterministic and timed behavior 
automata. 

We need concurrency for modelling expressiveness and verification efficiency. 
Generalized TBA explicitly distinguishes concurrency and choice because its 
critical races are between process output actions and "concentrators" of process 
input actions. 

7 C o n c l u s i o n  

At the level of processes, our timed partial-order model puts upper and lower 
delay bounds on "adjacent" process actions only. Process-controlled push-away 
and pull-back constraints are annotations of a causality/weak fairness relation. 
A process action is enabled as soon as its preset holds, but may not occur un- 
less delay bounds relative to its enabling are satisfied. Pull-back constraints are 
expressed relative to "concentrators" of presets. The advantages during model 
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checking are two-fold: (i) the causality relation allows the next action to be gen- 
erated without reference to the passage of time (a precedence constraint can be 
checked without reference to any number of temporally-intermediate actions), 
and (ii) when concentrators are used, nonbinary delay constraints still allow 
the use of shortest-path techniques for checking feasibility of timing constraint 
graphs (the concentrator lemma allows all nonbinary precedence information to 
be encoded using binary constraints). Moreover, these shortest-path algorithms 
take advantage of the explicit push-away and pull-back labels on minimum- 
delay arrows; in this way, the linear-time shortest-path algorithms run on small 
graphs. In the absence of nondeterminism, verifying timing-window constraints 
in intraprocess guarantee protocols is scarcely more expensive than verifying 
precedence constraints in untimed systems [13,14]. Interprocess assumption pro- 
tocols that specify minimum delays between old and new inputs are also easily 
verified. In the worst case (ignoring any special structure in the graph), for 
each dashed arrow, we can always use a single-source shortest-path algorithm 
in a finite weighted directed acyr graph made up of solid arrows (we compute 
only simple paths by ignoring inappropriate members of matched pairs of solid 
arrows); the cost of each such use is ~9(V+E). 

Nevertheless, all real real-time systems contain timeouts (just as all real 
computers contain interrupts). This is one place where we cannot select the next 
action without reference to the passage of time. When time and nondetermin- 
ism interact (that is, when processes refer to physical clocks and time out), the 
outcomes of nondeterministic choice are determined by critical races that are 
affected by delay bounds. These bounds are not annotations of a conflict rela- 
tion; they are an integral part of the branching structure of the timed behavior 
automaton. We continue to study the generalized TBA model. We see a special 
role for "concentrators" in allowing the efficient verification of timed nonsequen- 
tial nondeterministic automata. Lin Jensen continues to make changes to the 
POM verification system to accommodate real time; several toy examples have 
been run, including Figure 5 with checkpointing of system states for termina- 
tion, rings of up to 8 timed DME-elements and Fischer's real-time protocol for 
mutual exclusion [1]. The cost for latter two is 69(n2). We are now designing a 
timed dining philosophers benchmark. An intriguing question is, what will be 
the size of the system timed behavior automaton constructed while verifying a 
nondeterministic real-time system? How many finite constraint graphs of what 
size will there be? If both these quantities are polynomial in the number of com- 
ponents, then the real-time state explosion problem goes away. We conjecture 
that efficient model checking of genera] real-time systems will depend on seeing 
precisely to what extent time should be abstracted out of state encodings of 
timed systems. 
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